
 

 

C U LT U R AL  H E R I TA G E  I N  A C T I O N  
Sharing solutions in European cities and regions 

S H A R I N G  S T O R I E S  W E B I N A R  S E R I E S  

Intr od ucti on  

The Cultural Heritage in Action sharing stories webinar series will showcase leading cultural heritage 
initiatives which are driving sustainable urban and regional development in European cities and 
regions. The webinar series has been designed to share good practices and insights on a range of 
topics relevant to cities, regions and cultural heritage stakeholders, including: cultural heritage policy, 
resilience and recovery, governance and participation, adaptive reuse, climate resilience, and social 
inclusion. Each episode will clearly demonstrate the opportunities for cities and regions in contributing 
to innovative, impactful, and sustainable cultural, environmental, social and economic territorial 
processes. Participants will hear from a range of inspirational examples and experienced speakers 
and have the opportunity to ask the experts questions and share ideas with their fellow listeners. 

The webinar series will be recorded and made available to all on the Cultural Heritage Action website. 

 

Episode 2: adaptive reuse of (industrial) buildings with a 
history 
#Renovation #Transformation #Regeneration #CircularEconomy #SustainableDevelopment  
#NewEuropeanBauhaus  #QualityPrinciples #Baukultur 

 

https://culturalheritageinaction.eu/resources/
https://culturalheritageinaction.eu/resources/
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Date:  Monday 4 April 2022, FROM 14.00 to 15.30 CET,  onlin e 

Over vi ew  

Europe has a rich and multi-faceted built environment, incorporating strong spiritual, cultural, social 

and economic values. Due to evolutions in our economies and societies, many heritage sites, whether 

listed or not, are nowadays disused or have lost the functions for which they were originally built – 

notably industrial sites.  

However, heritage buildings that have lost their original function still embody their multiple values. 

Adaptive reuse offers itself as a strategy aimed at preserving the elements that contain these values, 

while at the same time adapting the place for new uses and meeting the needs of our time. Through 

smart renovation and transformation, heritage sites can find new, mixed or extended uses. As a result, 

their social, environmental and economic value is increased, while their cultural significance is 

enhanced.  

Sensitive adaptive reuse of existing and historic buildings can also play a key role in Europe’s green 

transformation, avoiding energy-intensive new construction and land use, promoting waste avoidance 

and preserving embodied energy while generating additional positive economic, environmental, social 

and cultural co-benefits. For this reason, the re-use of (industrial) heritage buildings offers many 

opportunities for advancing the goals of the New European Bauhaus initiative launched by the 

European Commission in 2020.  

As illustrated by the first phase of the Cultural Heritage in Action project, which had this topic as one 

of the main focuses, the adaptive re-use of our built heritage brings multiple benefits to individuals 

and society, for present and future generations. Yet, it can still be regarded as being an unviable 

option, while planning and building regulations may prevent the development of re-use projects.  

The webinar will give the opportunity to explore, through concrete examples from Brno, Ljubljana and 

Valladolid, the benefits of re-using heritage sites; challenges inherent to adaptive re-use projects; 

drivers of quality interventions on cultural heritage. 

Cas e  s tudi es  

● Cukrarna's Gallery (Ljubljana, Slovenia) is located in a building that was a sugar refinery in 
the XIXth century, before being used as a dwelling in the XXth century. The Cukrarna's Gallery 
is now a cultural hub that serves both as a venue for exhibiting contemporary art and as a 
place where contemporary art projects of all kinds – visual, intermedia, performance, sound, 
music and more – can be created and presented. More information: https://cukrarna.art/en/  

● KUMST creative hub (Brno, Czech Republic) is a functionalist building built in 1929 belonging 
to the University of Technology that was repurposed as a creative hub, which provides an 
environment for creative professionals to work, meet up, collaborate and educate themselves. 
More information: https://www.kumstbrno.cz/en/  

● Galerías Va (Valladolid, Spain) is an old municipal market that was transformed into a space 
for work, creation and exchange. The space is available for people to develop a creative 
industry, an artistic project individually or collectively, or participatory initiatives open to the 
community. This new place has contributed to the transformation of the neighbourhood, 
putting culture and creativity at the heart of local life. More information: 
https://www.info.valladolid.es/en/galerias-va  

https://europa.eu/new-european-bauhaus/index_en
https://culturalheritageinaction.eu/case-studies/
https://cukrarna.art/en/
https://www.kumstbrno.cz/en/
https://www.info.valladolid.es/en/galerias-va
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Them es  an d chal l en ges  to  b e dis cuss ed  d uri n g the  w ebi n ar  

● Why is it important to re-use our built heritage, what are the benefits of re-using a heritage 
site, and what are the challenges inherent to such projects? 

● How to preserve and enhance cultural, social and economic values of under-used heritage 
buildings, while at the same time adapting them to the needs of our time? What are the 
drivers for quality interventions on cultural heritage? 

● How to involve citizens in deciding which heritage sites should be preserved, demolished or 
re-used, and how to work with them during the development of the project?  

● What role and opportunities for cultural heritage in the New European Bauhaus?.   

Agend a  

From 14.00 to 15.30 CET 

Webinar moderated by Lorena Aldana, European Policy Coordinator at Europa Nostra and Pierre 
Obajtek, Senior Policy Officer at Architects’ Council of Europe  

● General introduction to the webinar by Lorena Aldana, European Policy Coordinator at Europa 
Nostra (5’) 

● Introduction to adaptive re-use in the European context by Ruth Schagemann, President of 
the Architects’ Council of Europe  (7’) 

● Presentation of Cukrarna's Gallery in Ljubljana by Blaž Peršin, Director of Museums and 
Galleries of  Ljubljana (10’)  

● Presentation of KUMST creative hub in Brno by Zdeňka Hubáček Kujová, Director of Kumst 
and Tomas Kozelsky, KOGAA Founding Partner  

● Presentation of Galerías Va in Valladolid by Guillaume Rousseau, Technical adviser at City 
Council of Valladolid (10’)  

● Main learning points, transferability tips and things to remember by Pierre Obajtek, Senior 
Policy Officer at Architects’ Council of Europe (5’) 

● Q&A with the audience (15’) 

● Conclusions and way forward by Jimmy Jammar, Head of the Europa Nostra Brussels office 
(7’) 

LIN K TO CON N ECT  

Teams 

Link to register: Teams 

Add iti onal  readin g res ources  

● Leeuwarden Declaration: Adaptive Re-Use of Built Heritage: Preserving and enhancing the 

values of our built heritage for future generations. Read here. 

● Industrial and Engineering Heritage in Europe.  Featuring 50 Winners of the European 

Heritage Awards / Europa Nostra Awards. Read here. 

● ROCK guidelines for sustainable adaptive reuse of cultural heritage. Read here. 

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_MzRhMjc3ZWYtZjljYy00NWViLWE2MDMtZDM0NGNhYmNmMzk3%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22d12f890a-950a-4680-8ca7-5a36f0889cd3%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22279da75f-944e-4e7c-88ae-29cba6a15e83%22%7d
https://teams.microsoft.com/registration/Cokv0QqVgEaMp1o28Iic0w,-z8jPPk5706o7yJnR27bmg,xQ6Okyni20Ky35pbO6y68w,TKA_VcjjSUW4jwml1_jAwA,Zx4X7_gnEkKSutEad2nAuQ,6iZuS47Zs023BhmmEOKlFg?mode=read&tenantId=d12f890a-950a-4680-8ca7-5a36f0889cd3
https://www.ace-cae.eu/uploads/tx_jidocumentsview/LEEUWARDEN_STATEMENT_FINAL_EN-NEW.pdf
https://door.donau-uni.ac.at/open/o:989
https://www.rockproject.eu/documents-list
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● European Cultural Heritage Green Paper “Putting Europe’s shared heritage at the heart of 

the European Green Deal”. Read here. 

https://www.europanostra.org/our-work/policy/european-cultural-heritage-green-paper/

